Appliance and Equipment Standards Certification Guidance Document

The guidance provided below specifies how appliance and equipment manufacturers must certify that their products comply with Rhode Island General Laws Title 39, Chapter 27.1. As of January 1, 2023, manufacturers covered under Rhode Island’s appliance and equipment standards must certify that their products are compliant, and any uncertified products may not be shipped to Rhode Island for sale. To keep the certification process simple, OER is using existing multi-state databases for certification. As a result, the certification process will vary depending on the product type in question. See below for more information.

1. Commercial Dishwashers – Certify as voluntary products in the California database.
2. Commercial Fryers - Certify as voluntary products in the California database.
5. Commercial Steam Cookers - Certify as voluntary products in the California database.
10. Residential Ventilating Fans - Certify as voluntary products in the California database.